
Hi everyone!

This week our theme is about the weather.

This week some teaching assistants have read some

stories for you too!

Enjoy the lessons and do not forget to show us

what you are up to on Evidence for Learning.

Stay safe.

Emily, Simon, Melanie and Becky.



Monday Phonics

Emily has made a video all about using letters r,

h, b and f to make words. .

Emily has made a video where she needs help

to name the pictures and write them into a

sentence.

Have you done any reading today?



Tuesday
Maths / English

1. I spy.

2. Weather questions.

3. Make a bar chart and answer some

questions. ( video to help)

4. Weather watch extension task.



PHSEWednesday

Can you talk to an adult or write a list of the

things you have enjoyed over the last few

weeks and see if you can use different emotions to

say how you feel about them. For example , I

have enjoyed walking my dog, it has made me feel

energised and happy.



EnglishThursday

1. Match symbols to words

2. Draw the weather

3. Write about the weather.

Extension tasks - sun safety and

becoming a weather forecaster.



ArtFriday

SImon has made a art video about

1. Making pom pom clouds.

2. Making a wind sock

3. Wax resist painting.



Topic ideas for the week

1. Record the weather

2. make your own weather cycle using Becky's video.

3. Look at the clouds and learn about different clouds

4. Weather word search

5. Dress for different types of weather

6. learn about the water cycle .



Returning to college

Some of you will be coming back to college

next week or the week after. If you are, you

will notice that some things will be a bit

different. You will have been sent some information

but if you want to find out what school will be

like there is a video and some resources on our

website.


